Plan a beautiful backyard
		 						 one phase at a time
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By Michele Piazzoni

Now that summer is behind us, it’s the perfect time to take stock of your backyard and
think about how it measured up in the entertainment index. How did yours do? Yes, it is
possible to create a beautiful backyard in one
season, as many people do when they move
into a new home or decide to upgrade an
existing yard. But in order to create an outdoor oasis that is as functional and enjoyable
as it is beautiful, the best designs incorporate
one key detail that can’t be rushed — actual
time spent living in the yard and using it in a
way that matches your family’s lifestyle.
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The most cost
effective way to
approach backyard
construction is to
start with the pool,
while at the same
time making allowances for sprinkler
systems, gas
hook-ups for the
barbecue and other
potential additions.

Everyone has their own idea of how a
pool, patio, outdoor kitchen or landscaping should look, but until they experience an outdoor design for themselves
how can they be sure it’s the right plan
for them? Is the pool a gathering spot for
neighborhood children? How much space
for outdoor seating do you really need
and does it need to be covered? Is there a
certain part of the yard where
plants flourish and another
where they fail to thrive? The
answers to these questions can
only be had with time, which
is why Bill Ehler, owner of
Natural Design Swimming
Holes advises his clients to
consider planning their backyard one phase at a time.
“In the current real estate
market people aren’t thinking about moving every several years, they’re planning
for the long-term enjoyment
of their homes and it’s relatively easy to make provisions for things that you will
add in the future,” says Ehler.
The most cost effective way to
approach backyard construction is to

start with the pool, while at the same time making allowances for sprinkler systems, gas hook-ups for the barbecue and other potential additions.
Otherwise you risk the time and expense of tearing out landscape work
that interferes with the pool construction, and high mortality rates among
existing plants. Once the primary construction is complete, take a breather,
suggests Ehler.
“If you complete a swimming pool in June, it’s not necessarily a good
time to take the next step and proceed with planting the greenery when it’s
110° outside.”
Once the initial pool
and landscape is complete
and the family has a chance
to spend several seasons in
their new backyard, Ehler
recommends starting Phase
II of construction. This stage
includes freshening up existing plantings with color,
replacing struggling plants
and adding outdoor lighting to mature garden areas.
(The yard needs to be mature
before you can determine
focal points for lighting.) It’s
also a good time to consider
building additional patio
areas and performing maintenance tasks like resealing the patio, touching up colors and correcting
any lime bleedout from the pool.
Continued on 34
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Continued from 33
“Once you’re out there spending time you
learn about the nuances of a yard, where the
cross breeze flows and where you want to add
your personal touches,” says Ehler.
Phase III of construction typically
includes an outdoor kitchen or barbecue
area. Needless to say, a homeowner can make
better-informed choices when it comes to the
design and amenities for these areas if they’ve
spent a little time living outside and considering their options.
“The best way to handle a backyard is
to look at it as an ongoing project, with no
beginning or end,” says Ehler. “To get the full
enjoyment out of it, don’t rush it.”
Natural Design Swimming Holes has been
designing and building complete outdoor
entertainment centers including architecturally unique sculpted stone swimming pools
for more than 20 years. Always dedicated to
remaining adventurous in design and up-todate on technological advances in energy efficient equipment, the company
is committed to completing every phase of construction with its own fulltime, in-house construction crew. Call them at 800-842-2396 to schedule

an in-home appointment or visit them online at www.whyfly.net to see
examples of their resort-inspired backyard creations. v
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